Abstract: Contact pressure generated due to interference is of high interest to simulation engineers in commonly used interference method to assemble components in the industry. FEA (finite element analysis) is widely used to evaluate contact pressure in assemblies thus it is crucial to understand the effect of contact parameters on the accuracy and computational efficiency of FEA. In this study, 3D (three-dimensional) model of concentric cylinders' assembly was analyzed for contact pressure at different radial interference values. The effect of contact parameters (formulation algorithms, stiffness) on the accuracy and computational efficiency was investigated. All analyzed cases provided results close to analytical results though showed variation in the computational efficiency. Later part of this study also examines the accuracy of the user defined surface contact offset method in comparison with geometrical penetration method to simulate interference in FEA.
Introduction
Press fit and shrink fit are widely used in assemblies to avoid free play between components. Interference generates contact pressure and frictional forces at contact interfaces which are important results to assess the integrity and reliability of assemblies in field conditions. If contact pressure is not sufficient, it can lead to disassembly of parts during operation. On the other side, excessive pressure can damage the parts. Contact pressure also affects life of parts by influencing fretting fatigue. These requirements make it critical to evaluate contact pressure accurately.
There are different parameters which can affect contact pressure at interfaces such as penetration, material properties, surface roughness, friction coefficient, lubricant conditions and applied constraints. Analytical results for the calculation of contact pressure in press fit and shrink fit assemblies are only available for simplified cases. Analytical solutions are generally not available for assemblies of interest due to nonlinear conditions at the contact interfaces thus numerical techniques like FEA (finite element analysis) have become popular to analyze practical assemblies of interest. In the literature, various experimental, analytical and numerical methods to calculate contact pressure have been evaluated [1] - [3] . Different studies have been carried out to correlate experimental results with FEA results for interference fitted assemblies [4] - [7] .
With ongoing developments in high performance hardware and computational methods, FEA is widely used in industry by simulation engineers to study the effect of interference on assembly conditions. Complex geometries having interference can be analyzed for contact results using FEA to reduce product development time. Effect of contact parameters on press-fit curve has been evaluated in an earlier study [8] . With growing use of FEA, it is important to investigate more about the influence of contact parameters on the accuracy and computational efficiency of results in interference analysis.
In this study, assembly of concentric cylinders with interference is analyzed to study the effect of different contact parameters (formulation algorithms, stiffness) on the accuracy by comparison with the analytical results. Effect of contact parameters on the computational efficiency was also investigated.
Analytical calculations for contact pressure (p) are carried out (1) as per thick walled cylinders theory [9] In the second part of this study, comparative studies were carried out for different methodologies of modeling assembly interference. In first methodology (referred as geometry based interference), inside radius of outer cylinder was kept higher than outside radius of inner cylinder by Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY value equal to the radial interference. In this method, interference was modeled by using suitable geometrical dimensions. In the second methodology (referred as contact offset based interference), inside radius of outer cylinder was kept equal to the outside radius of inner cylinder. Radial interference was modeled by using contact parameter referred as contact offset. In this method, interference is simulated by adjusting contact parameter in FE (finite element) model. Comparative study for the accuracy of contact offset based interference in comparison with geometry based interference was carried out to assess the applicability of each method.
Methodology
Complete FEA was carried out in ANSYS Workbench.
Three-dimensional assembly model of concentric cylinders was set up and analyzed in ANSYS Mechanical R17.0. To take advantage of symmetry, only quarter symmetry model was simulated. Geometry was prepared in DesignModeler as per dimensions (mm) listed in Table 1 . Both cylinders were assigned isotropic material properties of structural steel as listed in Table 2 . Assembly of concentric cylinders was meshed in ANSYS Workbench using higher order solid (SOLID 186) elements (Node count ~ 43000; Element count ~ 8700). Figure 2 (a) shows meshed regions (thickness not shown). All volumes were meshed using sweep method. Symmetrical boundary conditions were applied on the cut faces of quarter symmetry model as shown in Figure 2 (b). Frictionless support was applied at one end of the cylinders' assembly while another end was kept free. In this study, FE models were analyzed for different contact formulations (Augmented Lagrange, Pure Penalty and Normal Lagrange) and contact stiffness factors (1, 10 and 100). In the second part of this study, results of contact offset based interference method were compared with geometry based interference method for the interference values of 5, 10, 15, 25, 35 and 45 mm. As seen in tables, computational time is very close for Pure Penalty and Augmented Lagrange methods. As observed, computational time requirement for Pure Penalty method increases for higher contact stiffness factors.
Results and Discussion
Pure Penalty and Augmented Lagrange methods use penalty based formulations. In Pure Penalty method, contact force (Fc) is related to contact stiffness (Kc) and penetration (Xc) as per equation (2). 
In Augmented Lagrange method, extra Lagrangian term augments the pure penalty calculation as per equation (3
At higher contact stiffness, higher computation time can be attributed to convergence difficulties to achieve lower penetration value.
Normal Lagrange computation time is much higher compared with penalty based methods. It can be explained based upon different method of enforcing contact compatibility in Normal Lagrange method compared with penalty based approaches. Normal Lagrange formulation treats contact pressure as an extra degree of freedom thus contact pressure is calculated explicitly as an extra DOF (degree of freedom).
In the second part of this study, contact pressure results were compared for contact offset based interference and geometry based interference methods with analytical calculations. Table 6 and Table 7 show comparative studies for Augmented Lagrange and Normal Lagrange formulations, respectively. As seen in Tables 6 and 7 , contact offset based interference and geometry based interference methods provide close accuracy for smaller interference value. As the value of the interference becomes higher, results of geometrical based interference are closer to analytical calculations than those of contact offset based method. It can be inferred that both methods can be used for simulating interference between parts though at higher interference values, geometry based interference method should be preferred to achieve better accuracy. Contact offset method is recommended for applications to make small adjustment only.
Contact based offset method has advantage that it does not require modification of geometry and mesh to simulate different interference values. In the same model, effect of different interference can be modeled by changing user defined contact offset value. Thus, comparative studies to understand the effect of different interference values on model behavior can be carried out with ease.
Studies in this work make use of simplified geometry since it allows comparison with analytical results though similar methodology can be used for more complex geometries and dissimilar materials.
Conclusions
Following conclusions can be drawn from the results of this study for the analyzed 3D Assembly cases. 
